INTERNET GOVERNANCE FORUM 2019
Berlin, Germany

JOIN OUR DAILY BUSINESS BRIEFINGS
ALL BUSINESS PARTICIPANTS WELCOME

DAILY
08:30-09:15 | 26-29 November 2019
Room V
Estrel Congress Center Berlin

To find out more about business participation at the IGF, including details of our daily briefings, please go to iccwbo.org/igf2019 or follow us on twitter @ICCnetgov
Your participation in the IGF is essential to:

- Impact how ICTs are used and considered for sustainable development
- Support efforts to empower women and disadvantaged groups online
- Inform policymakers about business processes and systems
- Engage with regional and global stakeholders
- Respond to questions about innovative technology or business models
- Navigate important policy developments impacting your business
- Exchange best practices with stakeholders
- Engage with experts and secure support for capacity building initiatives

Every business has a stake in the Internet

- Regardless of sector, size or location, all businesses are affected by Internet policy developments. As a user, innovator and investor of technology, business can contribute insight and experience to ensure the stable functioning and sustainable growth of our digital world.
- The IGF facilitates business engagement with all Internet stakeholders—government, civil society and the technical community. Here, we can collaborate and exchange perspectives on how best to advance the development of an open, secure and stable Internet.

Holistic and flexible policy frameworks are crucial to harness the potential of digital technologies to advance the SDGs

Cooperation between stakeholders is essential for strengthening Internet security and privacy

Local content & cultural and linguistic diversity, are crucial for bringing access to all

Rights offline must also be protected online

Trade agreements should support the Internet’s enabling role for SMEs

Governments should work with business to ensure that regulation does not hamper socially beneficial uses of technology

To enable Internet connectivity, frameworks should be based on light touch ICT policy, encourage competition and enable new players

IGF 2019

KEY ISSUES FOR BUSINESS

- ICTs for inclusive sustainable development
- The future of Internet governance
- Trade in the digital economy
- Expand meaningful connectivity
- Security and trust online

To find out more about business participation at the IGF, please go to iccwbo.org/igf2019 or follow us @ICCnetgov